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VENDLERIAN CLASSES

States
to know, to be red, to love,

Accomplishments (result)
to clean, to draw

Activities (no result)
to run, to work

Achievements (result)
to break, to explode,

Semelfactives (no results)
to wink, to hop

Vendler	1967

Punctual Events

Durative Events

Non-Events

Smith 1991



Vendlerian Classes

Estados
saber, ser vermelho, amar,

Accomplishments (result)
limpar, desenhar

Atividades (no result)
correr, trabalhar

Achievements (result)
quebrar, explodir,

Semelfactivos (no results)
piscar, saltar, pular...

Vendler	1967

Eventos Pontuais

Eventos Durativos

Não eventos

Smith 1991

EVENT	CLASSIFICATION
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What do we understand when someone says something as:

The clown jumped for 10 minutes?

And what about Aspectual Coercion?

This trick only works for non-resultative punctuals

John did dive all the day long
??The jar broke all the day long

However, the later sentence is different from:

The clown ran for 10 minutes...

WHY?

Moens & Steedman 1988
Pustejovsky 1995
Jackendoff  1997
Dölling 2011



No	Coercion:
Durative	Event

John	gave	a	talk	for	three	minutes

John	sneezed	for	three	minutesIterative	Coercion
Iterative	Event

Iterative	Coercion	Hypothesis

No	Coercion:
Punctual	Event

John	sneezed	at	five	o’clock



Is it just a hypothesis?
Both sentences are read in the same way.... right?

NEGATIVE EVIDENCES: Pickering et al. 2006

PSYCHOLINGUISTIC EVIDENCES: Piñango et al. 1999, 2006; Proctor et al. 2004;
Husband, Beretta & Stockall 2006, 2008; Brennan & Pylkkannen 2008; Bott 2008,
2010; Townsend 2012; Chen 2013....

NEUROLINGUISTIC EVIDENCES: Brennan & Pylkkannen 2008, Packzynsky &
Kuperberg 2011; 2014, Blaszczack & Klimek-Yankowska 2015, Yano 2016



-Média do tempo de leitura palavra por palavra:

Brennan &	Pylkkanen (2008)

Behavioral	Effect



Twice rejection rate for “iterative coercion” condition in (a) than for the other conditions (19%, 7%, 8% e
9%), and longer reading times in temporal modifiers area.

a) Even though / Howard [sent / a large check] / to his daughter / [for many years] / , she
refused to accept his money

b) Even though / Howard [sent / large checks] / to his daughter / [for many years] / , she
refused to accept his money

c) Even though / Howard [sent / a large check] / to his daughter / [last year], / she refused
to accept his money

d) Even though / Howard [sent / large checks] / to his daughter / [last year], / she refused
to accept his money

Todorova	et	al.	(2000)



Piñango	et	al	1999
- Dual	Task Paradigm

- Auditory stimuli with a	visual	word/non-word decision in	the moment marked with a	“*”.

a)	The	man	examined	the	little	bundle	of	fur	for	a	long	time *	to	see	if	it	was	alive
b)	The	man kicked the	little	bundle	of	fur	for	a	long	time *	to	see	if	it	was	alive

Larger RTs “iterative coercion”	condition
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Dölling (2014: Figure 3)



Dölling (2014: Figure 3)

“9” categories of
aspectual coercion!!

Verb have no fixed event classification and bounce back and forth among

his 13 event classes and subclasses. Among them, 9 changes of classes are

described by the author. Each one is considered a different type of aspectual

coercion.

For example, a moment, such as the one John slept, can be turned into an

event by stretching coercion (a), the state of “be clever” can be used in a

specific occurrence by agentive coercion (b), and an event can be clearly

interpreted as an incomplete process as the sentence context is not enough for

event completion (c).

a. John slept at 3 o’clock => John slept for 3 hours (stretching coercion)
b. John is clever => John is being clever (agentive coercion)
c. The musician played a sonata for 2 minutes (subtractive coercion)



No	coercion: John	listened	to	a	song	for	three	minutes

Subtractive	Coercion: John	listened	to	a	song	for	three	seconds

John	listened	to	a	song	for	three	hoursIterative	Coercion:

Event	Duration	Hypothesis	(Sampaio	2015)



-Média do tempo de leitura palavra por palavra:

Brennan &	Pylkkanen (2008)

Behavioral	Effect



Experiment

Iterative Coercion of Durative Events
In French

Sampaio,	Wassenhove (in	prep	– IAT	Test)
Sampaio,	Fonseca,	Pestke,	França,	Wassenhove (in	prep	– Self-paced	reading)



SecondeMinute

discuter

PunctuelDuratif



“Pre-test”	(IAT	Test)	for	the subjective duration of events

Total	Count	of	each	duration	among	all	6	conditions	

Verbs	 Sec	 Min	 Hou	 Day	 total	#	trials	

chanter	 32	 59	 44	 9	 144	

	 	 	 	 	 	%	Count	for	each	duration		

Verbs	 Sec	 Min	 Hou	 Day	 total	

chanter	 0,222222	 0,409722	 0,305556	 0,0625	 1	

	 	 	 	 	 	

 



Participants
- 24 native speakers	of French
- aged 18-25
- Right handed
- Bac or undergrad students

Materiais
12	durative sentences

(revised by native speakers)
62	filler sentences with similar	structure

Experiment: Self-paced Reading- durative events in French

Pendant	quelques	[Δt]	la	femme	a	nettoyé	la	fenêtre	dans	la	chambre	de	son	fils
T	- During some [Δt]	the	woman cleaned the	window in	the	room	of	her son

Pendant	quelques	[Δt] le	monsieur	a	fumé	la	pipe	dans	le	jardin	de	la	maison
T	- During some [Δt]	the	man	smoked the	cigar in	the	garden of	the	house

Δt
Cond 1 Cond 2 Cond 3

Seconds Minutes Hours
STIMULI

w/	Matlab 2011b



+

1s



Durante



quelques [ Δt ]

some

Segmento	2
diferença	na	leitura	das	durações



l’étudiant
the student



a lu
read



le livre
the book

Segmento	6
fechamento	de	fase



à la bibliothèque
at the library

Spill Over
área	imediatamente	após	o	segmento	crítico



du quartier
of the neighborhood



livre
book

H J



Results: Self-paced reading - durative events in French

Error barsWilcoxon	Signed	Rank	Test	+	Bayesian	ANoVA
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Z	=	-4.703
p <	.001

BF10 =	10.03
Z	=	-2.884
p <	.01

BF10 =	1.23

*

* *

*

Pendant	quelques	[Δt]	 la	femme	 a	nettoyé	 la	fenêtre	 dans	la	chambre	 de	son	fils
During some [Δt]	 the	woman cleaned the	window in	the	room	 of	her son



Experiment

Iterative Coercion of Durative Events
In Brazilian Portuguese

Sampaio,	Fonseca,	França,	Wassenhove (in	prep)



285	verbs	- 10	volunteers



16	durative sentences +	72	fillers
32	undergrads – 1st	and 2nd	year

Durante	alguns [Δt]	Ana	desenhou o	boneco no	caderno de	rascunho
During some [Δt]	Ana	drew the	doll in	the	notebook	for	drafts

Δt
Cond 1 Cond 2 Cond 3 Cond 4

Seconds Minutes Hours Days

Experiment: Self-paced Reading of durative events



Ana desenhou o boneco?
Did Ana draw the doll?

H J



Error bars

p	<.	05 p	<.	05

Z	≈ -2.200 Z	≈ -2.400

Experiment: Self-paced Reading of durative events

BF10 ≈	14								BF10 ≈		16

Durante	alguns [Δt]	Ana	desenhou o	boneco no	caderno de	rascunho
During some [Δt]	Ana	drew the	doll in	the	notebook	for	drafts

Wilcoxon	Signed	Rank	Test	+	Bayesian	ANoVA



Question

Participants	need	to	fully	understand	the	sentence	
to	answer	a	question	at	the	end.

Full	Commitment

Probe	word

Participants	just	need	to	remember	a	word.

Minimal	or	Incomplete	Commitment

Frazier	&	Rayner	1990;	Pickering	et	al	2006



MISC



Segundos Minutos Horas

correr

Dias



PRE	TEST	EXP	#04
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Thank you for your time!
thiagomotta @ iel . unicamp . br

.

Language	Acquisition,	PROcessing &	Syntax	Lab


